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RARE FANCY DEEP BROWN-ORANGE DIAMOND CARTIER NECKLACE 

AND FANCY VIVID YELLOW DIAMOND RING DEBUT 

 

 

New York, NY, May 1, 2017…A 100-carat Pear-shaped Fancy Deep Brown-Orange 

diamond pendant on a Cartier necklace and a 28-carat Fancy Vivid Yellow diamond ring are 

available this month at select Fine Jewelers nationwide. The extraordinarily rare Fancy Color 

Diamonds from The One and Only One are certified by the Gemological Institute of 

America (GIA). Prices are available on request. 

 

 

The Natural Fancy Deep Brown-Orange Diamond Necklace 

A magnificent Fancy Deep Brown-Orange 

diamond from South Africa is suspended 

from a classic Cartier necklace featuring 

another 100 carats of Collection Color (D, 

E, F-color) diamonds.  

 

“Orange diamonds are among the rarest 

of the rare,” said Joe Padulo, CEO of 

Padulo Privé, and a consultant to high-

end jewelers and luxury brands. “This 

remarkable orange stone is detachable 

from its Cartier necklace. It can be worn 

as a pendant on a chain for a totally 

different look.” 
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The Natural Fancy Vivid Yellow Diamond Ring 

A rare example of the most sought-after 

Canary diamonds, the Natural Fancy Vivid 

Yellow displays outstanding color and clarity 

for its size (VVS1). The long Emerald Cut is 

seldom seen in large yellow diamonds, 

adding even more value to the highly 

saturated stone.  

 

“Here is a mesmerizing Fancy Vivid 

Yellow…a bright, sunshine yellow stone from 

South Africa, exquisitely cut,” said Padulo. 

”Flanked by a pair of Trapezoid white 

diamonds, this is once-in-a-lifetime Canary.”   

 

 

 

For Collectors, Investors and Connoisseurs 

Demand for investment quality Fancy Color Diamonds has never been higher. The rise of 

this alternative asset class has been documented by prestigious financial journals and 

record-breaking auction sales around the world. 

 

According to Christie’s International Head of Jewelry, Rahul Kadakia, “Over the past 10 

years Fancy Color Diamonds have jumped tenfold. What was then $200,000 per carat can 

easily be worth $2 million per carat today…and more.” 

Arrange a Private Appointment 

For a limited time only, select Fine Jewelers are offering the Fancy Color Diamonds of The 

One and Only One at pre-auction prices. To arrange a private appointment to view the 

Fancy Deep Brown-Orange diamond necklace and/or the Fancy Vivid Yellow diamond ring, 

please visit theoneandonlyone.com. 


